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1st Memorial Quilt Reveal

Ana Gopoian, Founder and Executive Director of TriCircle, Inc. (TCI) has announced that the 1st Memorial Quilt will be put on display on Saturday, August 22, 2020 at the Chauncey Building, at Gaylord Hospital, (address) ___________________________________________________________________________________________ from 1 - 4 pm.

TCI is a resource center providing guidance, support and educational facilities for long term recovery from substance use disorders and concurring challenges.

The Initiative launched in 2017, by Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services, with resources provided through Connecticut Clearinghouse, to honor loved ones who have died from a substance use disorder.

“The TCI Memorial Quilt is the first in a series, lovingly crafted to create an opportunity for individuals and families to come together to remember and memorialize their loved ones in a supportive and caring environment.”, says Gopoian.

TCI will display this quilt to the CT community at various locations in an effort to reduce stigma and create meaningful conversations about substance abuse.

All media are invited to attend.
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